Record Book
1978
World Amateur Golf
Team Championships

MEN
for the Eisenhower Trophy
Pacific Harbour Golf and Country Club
Fiji

WOMEN
for the Espirito Santo Trophy
Pacific Harbour Golf and Country Club
Fiji
THE 1978 TEAMS
IN THE MEN'S CHAMPIONSHIP

ARGENTINA

LUIS G. CARBONETTI
LUIS A. DANERI
JORGE A. EIRAS
OSCAR D. VETERE
JORGE C. LEDESMA
(Non-playing Captain)

AUSTRIA

RUDI BODENSEER
JOHANN LAMBERG
MAX LAMBERG
KLAUS NIERLICH
(Captain)
AUSTRALIA

CHRISTOPHER S. BONYTHON
ANTHONY Y. GRESHAM
PETER J. SWEENEY
PHILIP A. WOOD
NEIL W. TITHERIDGE
(Non-playing Captain)

BELGIUM

BENOIT DUMONT
BRUNO DUPONT
THIERRY GOOSSENS
PHILIPPE RELECOM
(Captain)

BERMUDA

LUIS MONIZ
KIM SWAN
HAV TROTT
LLEWELLYN TUCKER
(Captain)
HONG KONG

DAVID CHAN
MARK CHOW
YAU TAK
ALEX TANG
GORDON MACWHINNIE
(Non-playing Captain)

INDIA

ALAN SING
LAKSHMAN SINGH
VIKRAMJIT SINGH
P.G. SETHI
(Captain)

ITALY

FRANCO GIGLIARELLI
ANTONIO LIONELLO
ALBERTO SCHIAFFINO
LORENZO SILVA
GIUSEPPE SABINI
(Non-playing Captain)
NEW ZEALAND

GEOFFREY CLARKE
PAUL HARTSTONE
PHILLIP MOSLEY
FRANK NOBILO
BRIAN MAHAR
(Non-playing Captain)

PAPUA NEW GUINEA

GREG FENNEll
B. GILES
JOHN KEATING
(J. Wu
(Captain)

SPAIN

GONZAGA ESCAURIAZA
NICASIO SAGARDIA
ROMAN TAYA
ALFONSO VIDAOR
(Captain)
SWEDEN

GORAN LUNDQVIST
JAN RUBE
MIKAEL SORLING
BJORN SVEDIN
MAGNUS LINDBERG
(Non-playing Captain)

SWITZERLAND

FRANCIS BOILLAT
MARKUS FRANK
YVES HOFSTETTER
JOHNNY STORJOHANN
RUEDI MULLER
(Non-playing Captain)

THAILAND

TAMSAK ANSUSINHA
PRATUANG NOP-UBOL
SANTA PESSIONJI
THONGPLEW RUNGSANG

(Captain)
Eremasi Lutunatabua, a Fijian player, has an unorthodox cross-handed grip. Still, he shot 76 in both the third and fourth rounds.